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GRAPHS WITH AN ASCENDING SI'BGRAPII DECOMPOSITION
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Abetrut. It hu

LESNIAK, DREW UNIVERSITY

been conjectured. that

if a graph G h* ("; t)

is isomorphic to a subgraph of Gi+1 (1 S
subgruph decompo$tion

hu

aa ASD. tr\rther,

edges, then the edge set

G1rG2,..,,G6 such that G; has i

can be partitioned into n graphs

i<

").

edges

(t ( i < z),

of G

and G;

Such a graph G is said to have an ucending

{ASD).A t}re muimum degree of G is

leee

if G ig a forest with muimum degree at most

than f(z

- \f4n.l, then G
[(3 - \fq"/z), then G hm

m ASD. All of the graphs in the decomposition are unions of paths of length at moet 3 (length
at nost 2 for forests).

1. INTBODUCTION

Il,

G < E indicates that G is isomorphic to a subgraph of I{. A
glaph G is decomposed into subgraphs GyG2,...,Gn if the edge set E(G) of G can be
partitioned into z sets .E(G;), (1 < i < r,). A graph G with ("f1) edges haa at ascending
For graphs G and

atbgroph decornposition (abbreviated ASD)

i < n) such that G; has size i and G; (
in

ifG

can be decomposed into subgraphs

Gi (1 <

G;+r for i < n. The following conjecture was stated

[1].

CONJECTURE: If G is a graph with

("fl)

edges, then

G has as A.gD.

The conjecture has been verified for special classes of graphs. In [4], it was shown that
any star forest with ("1'1)
has an.ASD, and if G has at most n *2 vertices und ("1'1)
"dgu"
edges, then G has an AS D. In both cases, all of the graphs in the decomposition were star
forests. Using matchings as the graphs in the decomposition, the following theorem and
some related results were verified

in

[5].

TIIEOREM r (tr'u [S]): If a graph C has ("[1)
l(n - t)lZ), then G has dn ASD.

edges and maximum degree
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A(c)

<

We

will

generalize this result by increasing the upper bound on the maximum degree

condition that implies an ASD. To do this we allow the graphs in the decomposition to be
the vertex disjoint union of short paths, and not just matchings. In particular, the following

will be proved.

THEOREM 2: If

G is a graph with

("f1)

edses, and

A(G) < lQ - li)"), then G has

ar ASD. Also, each of the graphs in the decomposition of G is the disjoint union of paths
of length at most 3.

If the graph G is a forest,

a stronger result can be proved.

THEOREM 3: If G is a forest with ("f1)

edges, and

A(G) < l{3 - \/i)nlLJ, then G

has an ,4.SD. AIso, each of the graphs in the decomposition of G is the disjoint union of
paths of length at most 2.

2. NOTATION AND PREI,IMINARIES
Notation and definitions not explicitly mentioned will follow [2]. Frequently used no-

tation will be described in this section, and other special notation or definitions will

be

presented as they are needed.

The general strategy in the proofs of both Theorem 2 and Theorem 3 will be to first
use the edge chromatic number

of a graph G to decompose the graph G into matchings

of approximately the same size. Next, the union of some pairs of these matchings will be

with the larger graph being the vertex disjoint union ofpaths
of some small fixed length & (1 < k < 3) and a matching, and with the smaller graph being
just a matching. The larger graphs will form the decomposition graphs at the "top end" o{
decomposed into two graphs,

an AS D for G. Therefore, for some
have

t components that

t

and k, the largest graph in the chain of the A^9D

are paths of length ic

will

with the remaining edges being a matching.

AII of the other graphs in the chain will have fewer (possibly 0) paths of length k.
The objective of this section is to develop the resulte on the decomposition ofthe union
of two matchings that will be needed in the proofs of Theorem 2 and Theorem 3.
By Pp we will mean a path of length ft (k edges and /c * 1 vertices). A graph that

is the vertex disjoint union of rn copies of a graph

ff will

be denoted by mH. Thus, for

example, a matching with m edges will be designated by mP1. We will be dealing with
graphs that are the vertex disjoint union of short paths (length at most 3), so
convenient to have special notation to describe these graphs. Let 11, t2, 13, and
negative integers with rr

*

2rz

*

3ry

:

7.

If a graph Il
J+

has

r

it will be
r be non-

edges and is the vertex

disjoint

ri
E=rtPtU

union of

paths of length d, (1 < d < 3), then 11 will be called an (r1;r2;rs)-graph. Thus
r2P2

u

rsPB.

A graph that is the union of two matchings is bipartite and has maximal degree at most
2, and thus is a vertex disjoint union of paths and even cycles. The following well-known

but trivial result concerning such graphs will be useful. A short proof of the result is also
it uses a technique that will be used frequently in the remaining proofs.

included, since

LEMMA 4z lf R and B
of

rB

are two edge disjoint matchings, then there is a decomposition

u B into two matchings whose size differ by at most

PROOF: The graph

1.

B u B is the disjoint union of paths and even cycles.

If

.B has

at least

B, then there is at least one odd length alternating path in R U B with
one more edge in I than iu B. Interchanging the edges between ,B and B in this odd path
2 more edges than

will

in B and increase the number of edges in B. Repeated
result. I

decrease the number of edges

application of this fact yields the

There are many possible decompositions of a graph that is the edge disjoint union
of two matchings. The decompostion given by the next lemma is the basis for several
decompositions that will be used in the proofs of the main theorems.

LEMMA 5: If l? and B

are two edge disjoint matchings with m edges each, then

is the edge disjoint union of graphs

1l

and

M,

where the components of

H

rB U

B

are paths of

length 1, 2 and 3, and M is a matching with at most [2m/3] edges.

PRo oF: The graph

^E

u B is the disjoint union of paths and even cycles. we will think of

the edges of this graph as being 2-colored, with the edges from B being red and the edges

from B being blue. We will now alter this coloring to increase the number of blue edges.

If P is an odd length path with both end

edges colored red, or

just an isolated red
will increase the

edge, then change the color of eacl edge of P. This altering of the coloring

number of blue edges, but both the red and blue graphs wiII remain matchiugs. We can
trow assume that the first edge of any path is colored blue. For each component of

.B

uB

mark the red edge (ifone exists) adjacent to this first blue edge ifthe component is a path,
and mark an arbitrary red edge if the component is an even cycle. Change the coloring in
these components by coloring blue every other red edge starting

with the marked red edge;
"last" red edge in an even cycle. After this change
in any path or cycle will still form a matching, and the blue edges

however, do not change the color of the

in coloring, the red edges

35

will form paths of length at most 3. In fact, all of the paths of blue edges contained in one
of the components of B u B will have length B, except for possibly one path.
we can now define the graphs
edges

H

ao.d.

in M. All paths of length at most

will have l,t/a.l

3

M, by

placing the blue edges in

in RU B are clearly in

rr

and the red

ri; in fact, a path of length

in M, and a cycle of (even) length k will have [k/41 edges in M.
Ln particular, a cycle of length 6 will have two edges in M, and 1/B is an upper bound on
the fraction of edges in M for any component in R u B. This implies that the number of
edges in M is at most [2m/3], which completes the proof. I
/c

edges

Note that in the decomposition of B u B derived in Lemma E, the coloring of each path
and cycle of length at least two was altered. However, one caD choose to alter the coloring
on only some paths and qycles. This will result in a decomposition of B U B of the
form, but the number of edges in r{ will be decreased. This may be necessary in
applications.,

if

Il

same
some

has too many edges.

rt, rz, rs, and r with

11 { 2r2 * 3r3: r, the graph
of Lemma 5 is an (r1;r2;r3)-graph. However, the paths of length l and 2 in r/ are of
two types: type one paths come from a path that has length 1 or 2 respectively in g u B,
For some non-negative integers

f{

and type two paths come from the decomposition of a path or even cycle of length at least
5 in Bu B.Let rl and rr1'(1 < d s 2) be the number of paths of length r'of type one and

two respectively in If. Obviously ,'n+ r'! = r;, and since the decomposition of any longer
path in .BU B will generate at most one path of length 1 or 2 in H, r,r+ rf < r3. This
additional information about lr can be described by calling E an (r\,r,1;r,2,rtj;rz)-$aoh.
Clearly, any (r1; 12;r3)-graph has subgraphs isomorphic to each of the follovring:

(rt + rz * 2rs;o;0)

-

sroph,

*24;r2i0)-graph,
(rr*rz;o;rs) - graph.
(r1

Il

However, more can be concluded about subgraphs of the graph
of Lemma S. AIso, we
can conclude more about the decompositions of a graph that is the union of two matchings

like the Bu B graph of Lemma 5. The next lemma describes a class of these decompositions.

LEMMA 6: Let ,R and .B be two

edge

disjoint matchings, each with m edges, and assume

B is the edge disjoint union of graphs .E ard M as described iu Lemma S. If Il
is an (r\,rtl;r'2,r'l;rr)-graph witl 11 : /r+r'!, rz:rL+/1, a.nd r: rL*2r2 *8r3, then
that B

U

M is a matching with at most l(zm
decomposed

-

rt,

- 24)ft)

edges, and,

in addition, B U B can

into a matching and a graph isomorphic to each of the folloring:

36

be

(r; 0; 0)

Q

rz

a

(r;j;0) -

11

I

12

*

2rz;

graPh

1 j 1 12, and r'l+12- i *Zrs I i I 11+12- i +2n3;

a
with

graph

* 24 1 i I

rl *

with

with

-

(i;0; k) - graPh

0< k < 13, and rt!+12*z(rs-k)

( r(

11

+12+2(r3-ft).

PROOF: The restriction on the number of edges in M is a direct consequence of the
observation made in the proof of Lemma 5, but applied only to the paths and cycles ol
B U B v.ith at least 4 edges.

M of Lemma 5 were selected, the foilowing edges can be
removed. from Il and added to M without destroying the fact that M is a matching;
Because of the way

H

and.

(1) the omiddle' edge of any path of length 3 in If,
(2) one of the edges of any path of length 2 in I{, and
(3) the edge of a type one path of length 1 in I{'
The appropriate moving of edges from Il to
and completes the proof of Lemma 6. I

M

gives the above decompositions of R u

B,

In the case when G is a forest, Theorem 2 can be improved, and a weaker condition on
the maximum degree of G that insures an ASD is given in Theorem 3. The basis for this
improvement is that in a forest, the union of two edge disjoint matchings will contain only
paths. Obviously, any path can be decomposed into a matching and

a

(r;7; 0)-graph; thus,

no paths of Iength B will be needed in the next two lemmas. We state these lemmas without
proof, since the techniques used in the proofs of Lemmas 5 and 6 wiil clearly suffice'

disjoint matchings of a forest having rn edges each'
the disjoint union
Then, .Ru B is the edge disjoint union of graphs I{ arld M, where I{ is
edges'
of paths of length 1 and 2, and M is a matching with at most L2m/3.]

IEMMA 7: Let B and B be two

edge

LEMMA 8: Let B and B be two edge disjoint matchings of a forest having rn edges
M as described
each, and iBsume that -E U B is the edge disjoint union of graphs fr and
then' M is
:
11
r:
and
*2r2'
r\+r'!,
11
in Lemma 7.If H is an (r'r,r'1;rz;0)-graph with
be decomposed
a matching with at most l(2m - ,ll3) edges, and, in addition, 'B u B can
into a matching and a graph isomorphic to each of the following:
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(r';0; 0)

with

lnt

a
with

0

Sf S

12,

- rll2)

-

graph

< ,' <

l- + r\/zl;

(d;j;0) - graph
and,r'l +

12

-r S r S rrl

rz

- j.

3. MAIN RESUITS
With the notation and preliminary results of the previous section, we are prepared to
prove the main two results, Theorem 2 and Theorem 3.

THEOREM

2z

Il G is a graph -ith ("r1)

edges, and

A(c) <

LQ

- ,/Z)"),then G has

an ASD. Futhermore, each of the graphs in the decomposition of G is the vertex disjoint
union of paths of length at most 3.

PROoF: Let t

:

- {z)n), " : L("}r)/rl

and s,

: frr) -

sr. By Vizing,s theorem
[6], the edge chromatic number of G is at most l. Therefore, G can be decomposed into
t matchings, and by Lemma 4, we can assume that the number of edges in any pair of
LQ

1. Thus, each matching has at least s edges. Note
that s ) l(n+t)lp,-2,,/r)). It follows immediately that G can be decomposed into
I * 1 matchings, say M1,M2,...,Mt+1, each with s edges, except for Mg-.1 which has s,
these matchings differ by at most

(possibly 0) edges. Using these matchings, we will construct graphs G; (1

form an ASD for G. Note that if z (

5, then A(G)

=

< t < z) that

L and G is a matching, so Theorem

trivially. Thus, we can assume n > 5, which implies that s ( n.
For 1( i < j < l,considerthegraph G;i = M;uMi.By Lemma5, G;i has
a decomposition into a matching M;i ar,d a {r\,rtl;r'r,rtl; r3)-graph I{i with rr : ri *
r'1, 12 = r'r+r'1, and r: 11 *2r2*2r3. (Of course, the parameters rt,rz,rg, and r depend
2 follows

on r' and 3.) AIso, by Lemma 6, we have that rf + rl + rs > l2(Zs - lL - 2l)fi1.
The graphs G;, will be partitioned into three categories that depend on the parameters

,\,r'{,r'r,rl

and 13.

It will

be shown that if

G;i

is in category k

(k-

1,2, or 3), then

fI11

has a subgraph with n edges that is the vertex disjoint union of a matching and paths of
Iength &.

(1)

r\ > Z(n -

s), then place G;i in category 1. Because of the nature of the
H;i, at least one half of the edges of G;, that do not contribute
to the parameter rl contribute to the expression r'l + 12 + 2rs. Therefore,
r'l + 12 + 2rs > (2" - r'r) 12, and so .I{i has a subgraph that is a matching with
lf.

subgraph

at least
38

11

(2) lf

r'2

*12*Zry> r\+(2s- /r)/z>n

2 (, - r),

edges.

and G;r'is not in category 1, then place G;r' in category

Again, because ofthe nature ofthe subgraph

II;i,

2.

at least one halfofthe edges

ofG;i that do not contribute to the parameter r'2, contribute to the expression
11*rtl*2rs. Therefore, 11*rl*2rs Z (Zs-zrt)lZ, and so H;i has a subgraph
that is the union of paths of Iength 2 and a matching, and this subgraph

has

at least
11

(3)

I

2r2

*

Zre

)

2rt2

+

(2s

- 2ri) 12 ) n edges.

The remaining G;r' will be placed in category 3. In this case, H;i has a subgraph

that is the union of paths of length 3 and a matching, and the subgraph

has

at least

rr + rz + 3r3 > r', +

rt,

+ 2(2s - r\

-

zr'r1 1 z

>

4s I 3

-

rtrf z

>n

edges.

The above choices of categories for the G;i confirm our claim.
Consider this as defining a 3-coloring of the edges of the complete graph

vertices are the

t

assigned color ,t

if the graph Gir. is in category

matchings

Mt, Mz, ..., Mt.Thus, the edge between M;
lc

K;

whose

and

Mi

is

(1 < ,r < 3). Since, the 3-color generaiized

Ramsey number for matchings r{pP1,pPy,pP1) is bounded above by 4p - 2, (see [3]),
it follows that there is a monochromatic matching in this coloring of K1 with at Ieast

L(t+2)14)
are n

-

edges. Direct calculation verifies

that t+2 > 4(n - s), so it follows that there

s disjoint pairs of matchings that are in the same category /c, for some

I < /c < 3.

: 1, 2 and 3 is essentially the same, so we
case & : 2. With no Ioss of generality, we can

The argument for each of the categories k

will

describe in detail only the representative

that the first 2(n - s) matchings give the (n - s) pairs ia the same category 2. For
<
1 i < n - s, Lemma 6 (and the note made after the proof of Lemma 5) implies that the

assume

union of the rtn pair of matchings can be decomposed into a (2s-

graph Gp-;11 with n

2s-n*iedges

l

-

r

a

edges. Thus, in particular, G7 has

forming a matching, and Gs11 has

matching. If we let

n*i- L;n- s- r f

1;0)-

1 edges, and a graph Gzs-n+i-t that is a matching with
1

n-

s paths of length 2

with the remaining

path of length 2 and the remaining edges form

Gs: Mz@-sp1, amatching with s edges,

then the

a

Gi (2s-n < j 3
")

form the top part of an ascending chain of graphs with the subgraph property.

- 2n matchings Mz(n-r)+z,Mz(z-s)+a, ..., Mt+t induce a graph Z with
(2', ") edges. ff 2s - n is even, then -t can be decomposed into (2s - n)12 matchings
with each matching having 2s - n - L edges. One of these matchings gives G2"-r-1 , and
The, *

2s

39

any one of the remaining matchings can be decomposed into two matchings with j and
2s - n - 3 - 1 edges respectively, for (1 < j < (2" l2).For 2s - n odd, a decompostion

of

-L

into (2s - n- L)12 lrlatchings with

")

each matching having 2s

similar decomposition. In either case, the Glf.or
for k

:

<-2s

-

- n edges will

give a

n can be determined. Therefore,

2, the graph G has an ASD.

The arguments for the cases
graphs

i

G; for j > s will

ft:

1 and 3 are similar to the case k

Z.

Af

course, the

involve paths of length 1 and 3 respectively, instead of paths of

Iength 2. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.

Since (2

=

I

- ,/i)" > Tnf 12 > nf 2, Theorem 2 improves by more than nf 12 the result in

[5] on the maximum degree

in a graph G that implies as ASD. However,

as noted earlier,

the decomposition graphs given in [5] invoived only matchings.
We now give an outline of the proof of Theorem 3, which is the analogue of Theorem

2 for forests. The criticai difference in the proof of Theorem 3 is that there are only two
categories of unions of pairs of disjoint matchings. Thus, the Ramsey result needed in
Theorem 3 is a 2-color result instead ol the 3-color Ramsey number needed in Theorem 2.

THEOREM 3: If G is a forest with (trf1)

edges, and

A(c) < l$ - vtr)nlz),

rhen G has

an ASD. Futhermore, each of the graphs in the decomposition of G is a disjoint union of
paths of length at most 2.

oUTLINE oF pRooF: Let r : l(e - t/i)nlz),
L("t\ 14 and s, = ("jr) _ sr. As
":
before,wecan assume that G is decomposed intot*l matchings, say M1, Mz, ,..,Mt+t,
each with s edges (s ) lzl(: - \,6)l), except for M111 which has st (possibly 0) edges.
Using these matchings, we will construct graphs G; (1 s t s n) that form as ASD for G.
For 1 ( i < j < t, we consider the graph GU : Mi U Mi, which has a decomposition
into a matching M;i ard an (r\,r'l;rz;O)-graph I{i with rt: rla r,f , r : 11 l2r2 and,
,tl +2r2 > f2(2s - ,)ft). Similar to what was done in the proof of Theorem 2, but now
using Lemma 8, the graphs G;, willbe partioned into two categoreis. ll\>
Ztn_s), then
G;i is in category

1; otherwise,

G;; is in category

2.

consider this as defining a 2-coloring of the edges of z K1, whose vertices are the t
Mt, Mz, ..., M, with the edge between M; and. MJ colored & if the graph
G;r. is in category k (k : 1,2). Since the 2-color generalized Ramsey number r(pp1 pp1) is
,
matchings

bounded above by 3p - L, a monochromatic matching in Kl with at least
l(, + 1)/31 edges
results. Direct calculations show that i f 1 > 3(r s); so, it follows that there are ,z s
disjoint pairs of matchings that are in the same category, either 1 or 2.
we again consider the case when k

: z, and assume that
40

the first

2(n- s) matchings

give

the n

-

s pairs in the same category 2. Using Lemma 8 we have, for 1

union of the

( ran-

s, that ihe

pair of matchings can be decomposed into a (2s-n*i-1; r?-s-i+1;O)-graph

itl

- i + 1 edges, and a graph G 2s-n+i-7 that is a matching with 2s - n + t' - 1
: Mz(o-r)+t, then the graphs Gr' (2s - n < j < are part of the
")
matching Mz(o-t)+2, Mt(o-r)+a,..., Mt+t
ascendingchaindesired. Thet*2s-2n
induce a graph .t with (2';") edges. Just as in the proof of Theorem 2, the graph .L can
G

n-i+r with

n

edges. If we let Gs

be decomposed to obtain the remaining terms of the ascending subgraph decomposition.
Therefore, for

k:2, the graph G has an ASD. The k:
3. I

1 case is

similar, so this completes

the outline of the proof of Theorem

4. OPEN QUESTIONS
There are numerous open questions concerning the existence and nature of ASD's for
graphs. The principal question is, of course, to determine if every graph with ("1-1)

"dg""
has an ASD. There are interesting classes of graphs for which the same questions can
be considered. For exampie, do all such forests have an ASD? One can also restrict the

nature of the graphs that are allowed in the decompositions of the ASD. In fact, there is
some evidence to indicate that any appropriate forest has an ASD with star forests as the
decomposition graphs.
There are also questions directly related to the results presented here. Can one improve
the condition oo the maximal degree of a graph (forest) with

("{1)

edges

that insures that

there is an ASD with the decomposition graphs being the disjoint union of paths of length at

most three (two)? To determine the largest such maximal degree is probably very difficult.
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